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Yesterday, I talked about the Buddha sitting upon his seat and a woman, a girl,

sitting just in the same way he was, sitting right next to him on that seat. I spoke and by

the end of it you should have understood what that woman is. You have to see clearly

into exactly what situation this is.  Has a snake transformed itself and taken on the form

of this girl or was it a frog that transformed itself and has taken on the form of this girl?  I

have been telling you that no matter how much spiritual training a snake does it just can't

become a bird.  The same is true for frogs.  However, Buddhism further teaches that

when a frog is in samadhi then it is manifesting the perfect self, then it is manifesting the

perfect Dharma activity.  Similarly, a snake can never become a bird, but it can become

the perfect self when it manifests the activity of samadhi.  The state of samadhi means the

True Dharma.  Whether it’s a frog or a snake or a bird or a dog, when any of these things

manifest samadhi, they are manifesting the perfect Dharma activity, the complete Cosmic

Buddha.  That is the teaching of Buddhism.

Your perfect self according to Tathagata Zen is the perfect Dharma activity, itself.

That's also called the zero activity.  Zero is perfection.  It is completion.  If we want to

speak of something being noble or wonderful, there is nothing nobler than the activity of

zero. Buddhism teaches that there are many manifestations of the state of Zero, level one,

two three four five.  All of these manifestations are Zero. 

 I first went to elementary school when I was exactly six years old. Now in those

days, our first grade math book, on the top of the book, the numerals were written across

the top and this is the way that they were written: One, two three, four, five six, seven,

eight, nine, zero.  I didn't know why they did it like that.  I knew already at six, that really

it was supposed to go: One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. But, they
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didn't have ten. They had zero instead of ten, and I really didn't understand why when I

was a kid. 

I remember my elementary school pretty well even now and there was a pond in

the garden of the elementary school. One thing that I really liked to do when I was a kid

was to go to the pond and take a big bamboo pole and ‘chatang,’ smack the surface of the

pond and watch the water separate into two and spurt up!  I remember now playing that

way for days on end.  For days on end, for maybe three days in a row or maybe a week, I

did the same thing.  I would practice my counting smacking the surface of the pond: one,

two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten!  And every time I hit the pond, chatang

the water would separate into two, and shoot up.  I think that everybody had those same

questions about why the water separated in that way, and why it shot up in that way when

they were children.  Probably all of you, you might have, I don't know, forgotten that you

had questions like that, but we are all human beings, I think we all had questions about

things like that.   When you hit the water it is you who is taking up the pole and hitting

the water, but when the water scatters patchaw, you forget yourself.  Where do you go?

When you are a kid, you think about all kinds of things and I remember going to school

and spending my days thinking about this kind of thing.  Finally, along the line, I can't

remember if it was in the first or second grade, I came to understand that one is complete

and therefore zero, and ten is also complete and therefore zero.  

When I was fourteen, I first went to the temple to get educated and it was there

that I first learned about the Tathagata Activity, the Noyrai Activity, and was taught that

it is comprised of two essential opposing forces and right away I didn't have any doubt

about that.  I believed in it thoroughly. These days I think it is harder.  These days I think

it is different.  These days I think people have to learn this and that, and then the next

thing  and the  next  thing,  and then  the  next  thing,  and there  is  no  time  to  learn  the

Tathagata Activity for the students.  There are no teachers that teach it.  They are so busy

teaching other things.  The question of: What is my self? , taught from various angles and

for various people ,even aimed at teaching children, I don't think that kind of teaching
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exists anymore these days, in this world.  They don't teach the nature of the self anymore.

They teach that if you want to be thus and such, you have to do that.  If you want to be

rich, you have do this and that.  If you want to be a good person, then you need to do this

and that and the other thing.  

What I have been telling you is that the teaching of Buddhism teaches that the

Tathagata  activity  has  both  plus  and minus  working together  as  its  content  and that

Tathagata  Zen  demands  that  you  actually  practice  that.   When  it  comes  to  modern

education, I suppose that when you finally get to studying about electricity you will be

taught, that the electric activity is the activity that has both plus and minus as its content,

but  even  that  kind  of  a  teaching  about  electricity  doesn't  go  far  enough.   It

unquestioningly accepts electricity, itself.  In Tathagata Zen the teaching is different.  In

Tathagata Zen, right from the start and endlessly, repetitively, over and over, we teach

that it is the very nature of your self to do the Dharma activity.  You yourself are the

Dharma activity.  You have both the activity that forms man and the activity that forms

woman as your content. 

Even in Japan these days, because of the change in the constitutional  law, the

system of education of education has also changed.  Now under the system of mandatory

education, education in the temples isn't allowed.  Once you become six or seven years

old you are forced to go to regular government schools and you can't go and learn at the

government schools.  Actually, I don't now what is really going on right now in Japan.

I've been away from Japan for 30 some years, so I can't really speak about present day

Japan.

 In any case, the teaching of Buddhism defines the nature of the self to be a thing

that acts with both the force of plus and the force of minus together.  When plus and

minus become one…well, I know that I keep talking about plus and minus becoming one

…but there is a reason why I repeat myself over and over and over.  It is because you

won't do me the favor of really getting serious about your practice.  You just sit there

every time and let teisho go in one ear and out the other. You never go back and really
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practice it until you realize it for yourself, until you prove it to yourself.  I keep on telling

you that the total unification of plus and minus is an activity in which plus is completely

experiencing minus at the same time as minus is completely experiencing plus.  But you

still don't get it.  What is going on!  What is wrong with you folks?  

The reason, according to Buddhism, that plus can do plus is because there is a

complementary activity,  minus,  that affirms him.  The reason why plus can complete

himself as plus is because he's being affirmed by minus.  Minus is also able to complete

herself, but only because there is the converse plus activity that  affirms her that enables

her to complete herself.  However, this situation of mutual helping just can't happen if

there is an "I am" there.  If the "I am" is fixated then plus and minus cannot act.  Then the

Dharma activity cannot manifest.  I came to America and I think it is the same in Europe,

this culture could be described as a " ladies first" kind of culture.  China is the opposite.

China is strongly a " man first" kind of culture.  Either way, it's asserting inequality.

When plus  is  affirming  minus simultaneously  minus is  affirming plus.   In  fact,  it  is

because plus and minus aren't the same as each other, it is because they are opposite from

each other, that they can become one.  

I suppose I could be described as an old fashioned Japanese man and here this old

fashioned Japanese man came to America and all of a sudden I was surrounded by "ladies

first' culture and I sure wasn't used to it.  From my point of view I could understand, sort

of, where they were coming from. But it seemed from my point of view that people went

around asserting "ladies first-ness" without understanding any principle behind it.  But,

Americans also love to say that men and women are equal, so that's good.  Equal means

manifesting equality, sharing and acting in one home. 

 Plus and minus become one through their activity.  That's why they are equal.

Plus and minus become one.  That means that they experience each other at the same

time. If you practice a little bit, at least you'll get this far.  But what happens when they

separate from each other?  According to Buddhism and what I've been telling you over

and over, is that when plus and minus separate from each other, in between them distance
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manifests,  an  interval  of  space,  imperfect  space.    And  that  manifestation  is  the

manifestation of the imperfect self.   When plus and minus are totally one that is Zero,

that is the perfect self.  But this now manifest is the imperfect self.  When Zero breaks

open, when plus and minus separate from each other, then that is when past present and

future first appear.  You have to be very clear that when this distance appears in between

plus and minus, that this is different than the perfect Zero Activity.  That is no longer the

perfect state. 

 Especially  in  Tathagata  Zen,  we  put  our  energy  into  trying  to  get  you  to

understand  that  when  the  distance  manifests,  it  manifests  through  receiving  equal

portions of plus and minus.  You could say one drop of the plus liquid and one drop of

the  minus  liquid  come  together.   Another  thing  that  Buddhism emphasizes  strongly,

putting its strength into this, is the function that we call simultaneous functioning. One

aspect of simultaneous activity is to say that when the imperfect interval of space appears

in between plus and minus, simultaneously plus and minus then become imperfect as

well.  The three imperfect worlds appear simultaneously, the imperfect plus, imperfect

minus imperfect zero worlds.  These are the three imperfect worlds of past, present and

future. They are all different from each other.  Each one is different and distinct. But

because they appear at the very same time, in that sense they are equal. It's difficult!  In

Tathagata Zen we say, " It's difficult, but you have to learn it."  

The imperfect minus activity which is future, the imperfect plus activity which is

past and imperfect zero which is the present, all appear simultaneously in one world!  If

we posit the existences of selves upon these activities, and say there is a imperfect minus

self, and imperfect plus self and imperfect zero self,, then we can say that these three

selves appear at the same time in one world and conversely we can say that these three

selves are holding the same one world together.  See how kind and careful Buddhism is

about teaching this kind of thing. In the old days this is the kind of education that a young

monk would receive in the temple.  This was temple education.  But these days because

of mandatory education and everybody has to go to the secular schools, and it makes it
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just  that  much  harder  to  understand  this.   People  are  inundated  with  a  completely

different way of thinking…children are. 

All existent beings appear simultaneously and all existent beings simultaneously

are holding their one shared home. All the beings in the past, all the beings in the present

and all the beings in the future, that's all the beings that there are.  They all appear at the

same time and they all hold this world together at the same time.  You should be able to

tell from listening carefully up until now, what we could call rotten ways of thinking and

what  we could call  good ways of thinking.   To get  back to  the origin,  it's  when the

imperfect self dissolves itself that the origin can appear, that the perfect self can appear.  

 But we don't just talk about dissolving the self, but we also teach strongly about

how the self is born. We are trying to see to the very bottom of the principles of equality

and differences, but Buddhism says you can't complete your investigation of those two

things without somehow learning to see two essential opposing forces.  Some of you are

schoolteachers, yourselves, and you may be thinking, "I don't know about this Buddhism.

It seems pretty weird to me. The Perfect State, the Zero Activity, inevitably appears and

as  one  way of  temporary  describing  it,  we call  it  the  Perfect  Being,  Buddha,  or  the

Dharmakaya.  I think it's fair to say that something cannot be called a religion if it does

not have the concept of God within its teaching.  If we try to include this God idea within

Buddhism, then this must be God, this manifestation of Zero this manifestation of the

Dharmakaya.  

There was a period of time in my teaching career here in America where I was

asked to go to the East Coast, to Massachusetts to do zazen together with the brothers,

and fathers  and bishops of  Saint  Joseph's  Abbey.   Ten years  in  a  row I  went  there,

sometimes once or two times a year, and I still  can't forget those guys.  I was really

impressed with those guys.  More than your normal Zen practitioners, they thoroughly,

completely, believed that they would be saved through God's love.  They really believed

that through God's love, all of their sins would be made clean.  Now, it really isn't good to
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criticize other religions.  Every religion is good in its own way.  Every religion benefits

people in its own way.  So, we should avoid, at all costs, criticizing other religion.  But,

over those ten years, it seemed as if those guys just couldn't get rid of thinking of God as

an object, an Absolute Being that was other than themselves as an object.   But they

really believed that that object God was together with them.  So I commuted over ten

years to Massachusetts and I was impressed by those old brothers and fathers.   Those old

guys would come to sanzen over and over, but I'm sorry to say, that they just couldn't get

that the experience of truly meeting God is Zero.  The experience of truly becoming one

with God is the experience of no-self and no-other, no heaven and no earth.  They just

couldn't give me their understanding of the fact that in Zero there are neither men nor

women.  But, I guess that even if you don't understand that, if you really believe that you

will find salvation through God's love, that is fine.  So let's leave the brothers alone for a

moment and get back to us.

We're supposed to be practicing Buddhism and in Buddhism it says that you have

to dissolve yourself and have plus and minus become one to manifest Zero.  Buddhism

calls the Zero activity the manifestation of the Absolute Being.  .  But then we become

railing  down  on  you  shouting,  "  Don't  say  mistaken  things."  Shut  up  with  your

intellectual shit!"  We come railing with our sticks, hitting.  The moment you say, " God

is thus and such.  The Dharmakaya is thus and such.  Absolute Being is thus and such."

Already you are speaking from your "I am".  Nobody can see the manifestation of the

activity of True Love.  Nobody can speak about it.   Following from this, we say "Don't

look at another couple other than your self and say, "Oh they look like a good couple." Or

"I don't know about them.  They seem like they are always fighting."  Shut up about other

people!

But why is it that that "I am" speaking self appears in the first place?   When plus

and minus separate from each other, that is when in between them distance, an interval of

space  manifests.  In  this  separation  of  plus  and  minus  the  Great  Cosmos  itself  has

manifest a limited space, a limited cosmos in between plus and minus.  And, at least as
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one way of describing it, we teach that the space in between is the present moment and

the imperfect  minus is  the future and imperfect  plus is  the past.   It's  only when this

happens  and  the  self  manifests,  that  for  the  first  time  the  material  world  appears.

Everyday we chant, "Shiki so ku zai ku: form itself is emptiness.  It means that originally

this world is an action that is emptiness that has no self.  

According to Buddhism, the emptiness activity is what manifests the worlds of

past, present, and future.  And those worlds compare themselves to each other.  They are

all comparing, one to the other, and that world of comparing is the material world.  That

is when you can realize that yourself has been manifest  at the very moment past and

future also manifest.  The activities of plus and minus, in other words, father and mother

don't ignore their child.  They help to raise it.  What it means to grow up is to be given

plus by father plus and to be given minus by minus mother.  And the self has the ability

to make both plus and minus its content; that's why it can grow.  Plus and minus dissolve

themselves in order to give themselves to the child to help it  grow.  That's love.  In

Buddhism  we  take  love  quite  seriously  and  give  it  a  special  Buddhist  name,  Jihi,

Buddhist compassion, the activities of Ji and Hi together. There are two aspects to love.

There is the motherly love and the fatherly love and they are different.  Mother's love is

true  love  because  she  gives  herself  completely.   And Father's  love  is  true  love,  too,

because  he  gives  himself  completely,  but  they  have  different  natures.   They  have

different characters,  therefore,  Buddhism distinguishes between them and calls one of

them Ji love and one of them Hi. ( Ji and Hi aren't English words, they are Chinese words

that Roshi likes to use.  In Sanskrit we would call Ji Karuna and Hi love Maitri. ) I guess

it's good enough just to remember that man's love and woman's love are different from

each other.  Mother and father in raising their child give themselves totally to their child.

So, the child wins both the mother's position and the father's position.  This is how the

perfect self manifests.  

(Shika rings the one-hour bell)

I hate that bell.  I want to go to the world where there is no time.  The state that
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has all of plus and minus together is zero. Buddhism has lots of name for this and one

way we name, is to call it the Absolute Being.  Another way we can name it is to call it

the Emperor Tathagata.    The Perfect Condition has absolutely everything, as it's content.

It's the Cosmic Buddha.  It is neither subject nor object.   The Cosmic Buddha, Emperor

Norayi is the ultimately large.   But that state isn't fixated.  Then the contracting activity

will begin and contract and contract and contract until finally plus and minus become one

again at the Ultimately Small.   What it is important to remember, and I told you this

yesterday as well, is that the Great Buddha has both plus and minus as its content and that

it is an activity.  

So what about this  koan?  As you know the Great Cosmos has both plus and

minus as it's  content.    In this  koan the Cosmos itself  is  personified as the Emperor

Buddha.   What about plus and minus?   Well, we can personify them as Manjusri and

Samantabhadra.   If Manjusri is the man then Samantabhadra must be the women; but

conversely  maybe  Samantabhadra  is  the  man  and  Manjusuri  is  the  woman.   You,

yourselves, have both Manjusuri and Samantabhadra as your content of activity.  Your

true self has both man and woman activities as its content.   That is the Great Buddha.

You have both Samantabhadra and Manjusri, both woman and man as your content.  If

you are the kind of person who says, "Well,  I  like Manjusuri pretty good, but I hate

Samantabhadra, then maybe you would become the kind of great Buddha that likes men,

but hates women.   That's a crippled Buddha! 

There is a different way that a crippled Buddha can appear and that is, of course,

when you think  the  opposite  way,  when you like  Samantabhadra,  but  you don't  like

Manjusri.  When you like the plus, but you don't like the minus.  According to Buddhism,

it doesn't matter what kind of existence it is, plants in the plant world, mosquitoes in the

insect  world,  or  butterflies  or  frogs  or  animals.    They  all  appear  as  their  distinct

particular selves when subject and object separate.   But when subject and object again

unify, they all manifest the perfect self.  The Ultimately Small, the root source, is the

Buddha.   And the result, the Ultimately Large is also the Buddha.  
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There  are  innumerable,  uncountable  worlds,  in  between  Ultimately  large  and

Ultimately Small.  There are innumerable worlds, but if you take up any one of those

worlds, each one of them is similar in that there is a perfect aspect to that world and an

imperfect aspect. I know it is difficult to think about this, but when I say uncountable

worlds, I mean that there are uncountable worlds of tatha-gata and tatha-agata becoming

one and also uncountable worlds of tatha-gata and tatha-agata separating from each other.

Everything  is  the  same  whether  it  is  a  president,  and  emperor,  a  snake  or  a  frog.

Everything manifests both the unification and the separation of guest and host.  In other

words every self has two aspects, the aspect of the material self and the aspect that has

gone beyond material.   The material self is the imperfect self, the self that is recognizing

the material world and the self that has transcended matter, no longer needs to see the

material  world.   That is the perfect self.    It  has made totally  the material  world its

content.  

So  what  about  this  girl?   There  are  uncountable  numbers  of  worlds  between

Ultimately Large and Ultimately Small.  What world is she manifesting, what kind of a

world?  The purpose of this koan I guess we can say is to force you to see for yourselves

what kind of a world this girl is manifesting in. You know she is sleeping.  But what kind

of a world would she awaken in to?   When she is totally asleep, what kind of a world is

that?  

We've come to the end of our time, and I don't know when we'll possibly come to

the end of this teisho.  Maybe after I die you will understand.  When you are dead there is

no more need to run away.   There is no more need to know anything.  A Buddha has to

do both mothers' love and fathers' love, both the practice of mothers' and fathers' love.

Everybody is either mother or father.  There is nobody who is not either a mother or a

father.   So, how do embrace this girl?  

Now, if I die, I' m never coming back here.  But, if I keep healthy, then I probably

will be back.  But as for you, how will you understand this koan?  If you can't grab me

up, how are you ever  going to  grab up the girl  in this  koan?  Some of you may be
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thinking, I don't care about grabbing that Roshi, I have a nice wife back at home.  But

you can't  be right smack together with your wife all  the time.   You have to separate

sometimes.  You have to separate often.  You are always separating and coming back

together  over  and  over.   Together,  with  you  wife,  you  have  to  do  the  practice  of

appearing as a new self and then having that new self disappear, over and over.  There is

really nothing to do.  You just have to get up on the crucifix, yourself.  So, let's all get up

on the cross together.

終

The End
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